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This article seeks to determine the role which emotions play in 
the foreign policy outcomes between South Korea and Japan. 
In line with the contemporary shift away from viewing states as 
“black boxes,” the recent expansion of psychological inquiry into 
foreign policy decision-making (FPDM) has introduced a wide 
range of new lines of inquiry into how certain policy outcomes are 
impacted by heuristics, analogical reasoning, and other cognitive 
shortcuts. However, much of the research has been centered on 
how human cognition impacts the decision-making process; of 
more limited interest has been the role of human affect. Using 
the ongoing South Korea-Japan trade dispute as a case study, 
this analysis serves to assess official public communications 
between the Korean and Japanese governments through 
discourse analysis and reveals the emotional elements within 
the decision-making processes and its effect on the origin and 
escalation of the trade dispute in 2018 and 2019. This study finds 
that emotions have a significant impact on how policymakers 
perceive one another and how issues are framed, thereby 
helping determine the viability of certain policy options. Emotions 
played a role large enough to compel South Korea and Japan to 
engage in trade conflict despite having a mutual interest in deep 
cooperation on regional security issues.

Introduction
A continuing pattern in the contemporary study of international relations 
(IR) has been a departure among scholars from viewing the state as a 
“black box,” operating as a rational, unitary actor in international politics, 
back towards accepting the assumption of the importance of sub-state 
forces—including individuals as a valuable unit of analysis—and thereby 
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analyzing sub-state variables. One of the more interesting directions this 
analytic shift has taken has been the incorporation of cognitive and social 
psychology into theoretical and empirical analysis of state behavior in 
IR. Advances in the cognitive sciences and social psychology have 
allowed IR scholars to theorize a historically persistent yet under-valued 
theme: the role that emotions play in foreign policy decision-making 
(FPDM).1 Positively, this trend has led to the growth of behavioral IR and 
given constructivist and discourse analyses a new variety of tools and 
insights with which to work, in turn providing new models of emotional 
decision-making to help explain foreign policy outcomes.2 Recent work 
by political scientists such as Karen E. Smith has sought to advance 
a framework in this area through case studies of FPDM in the EU.3

 To further this new direction in IR and assess its universality, it 
is appropriate to test the universality of Smith’s framework by applying 
it in other regional contexts. Indeed, one of the characteristics (and 
limitations) of this line of research has been that much of it remains 
confined to case studies of American and European instances of FPDM.4 
In contrast with Western European politics, which has remained along 
with the US as the primary regions of focus for those studying emotion in 
politics, East Asia is a unique arena with its own distinct characteristics. 
In particular, the open display of affect is more permissible in East Asian 
international relations. As Smith points out, a driving principle behind the 
EU as a “meeting regime” was the management of emotion.5 Thus, while 
policymakers in the West prefer to characterize their political behavior 
as “rational,” many Korean and Japanese commentators perceive 
politics as leaving space for both affect and rationality—one Korean 
observer even described Koreans as “emotional with rational reasons.”6 
 More broadly, both South Korea and Japan have viewed the 
other as behaving emotionally towards them and attribute the inability 
to develop more friendly relations to such emotions.7 In this sense, the 
relationship between the two states today is reminiscent of Europe 
before the twentieth century, where long-lasting rivalries and negative 
perceptions greatly shaped the foreign policies of each political entity. 
Furthermore, while Smith’s analysis of EU decision-making relies 
heavily on intergroup emotions theory to assess EU institutions, 
whereby she argues that external events can provoke a powerful and 
shared emotional response that pushes the actors to collectively take 
action, it is useful to consider the applicability of social identity theory 
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in East Asia, where the role of an in-group out-group bias can also 
be examined. Currently, only two international relations scholars, Karl 
Gustafsson and Todd H. Hall, have investigated the role of emotions 
in foreign policy within the East Asian context through a case study of 
the “history problem” in the relationship between China and Japan.8 
Other political scientists have focused on European politics, with 
Michelle Pace and Ali Bilgic applying emotions-based models to EU 
politics in the Middle East, and others such as Tuomas Forsberg and 
Deborah Welch Larson examining specifically Russian foreign policy.9

 While Smith, Pace, and Bilgic applied their frameworks in 
the context of an intergovernmental organization (IGO)’s FPDM, and 
while Hall focused on the Sino-Japanese relationship, this study will 
seek to assess the impact of emotions on the origin of the ongoing 
South Korea-Japan trade dispute by applying discourse analysis to 
public communications between Korea and Japan through official—
primarily executive agencies—and unofficial mediums. Considering the 
salience of East Asian rivalries in the face of China’s continued rise, 
and the unexpected outbreak of antagonism between two ostensibly 
cooperative states, questions remain over how a dispute between 
South Korea and Japan could have occurred despite the existence 
of perceived shared threats. Moreover, given the expanding literature 
dealing with the role of historical memory both between South Korea 
and Japan and within the broader context of East Asian IR, there is 
now a unique opportunity to assess how emotions could help explain 
the trade conflict and East Asian foreign policies more broadly.

Human Affect in IR
There is an immediate, fundamental problem which must be addressed 
on the question of affective politics: how can emotions be conceived 
of in the context of foreign policy decision-making? This question has 
found no easy answer, and there remains a rich debate within a variety 
of different fields of study as to the nature and boundaries of emotion.10 
Unfortunately, the nebulosity of human affect has discouraged scholars 
from pursuing the study of affect as it relates to politics, especially 
at the international level of analysis, where there has been a long 
tradition of viewing the state as a rational, monolithic actor unaffected 
by non-systemic variables. While this analysis does not seek to settle 
the debate, it is still necessary to establish a baseline for how to think 
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about emotion before being able to determine its potential effects.
 Similar to the political theorist Michael Walzer’s distinction 
between “thin” and “thick” morality—an innate, universalist versus a 
constructed, particularist morality—emotions can be conceptualized in a 
two-level manner.11 The sociologist Eduardo Bericat’s distinction between 
primary and secondary emotions is of particular interest in the context of 
inter-state relations: primary emotions are those which are innate and 
universal—fear, lust, anger, and so forth—while secondary emotions 
are those which are conditioned by the broader social context within 
which one finds themselves—guilt, love, nostalgia, and similar forms 
of emotion.12 While innately-driven emotions can serve as remarkably 
powerful drivers of political behavior—the classic realist reading of 
Thucydides’ account of the Peloponnesian War would emphasize 
the role of fear in inducing a Spartan reaction against Athens—Brent 
Sasley, a political scientist at the University of Texas at Arlington, argues 
that context-dependent emotions can also be established as causal 
by serving as motivating forces for political action via shaping and 
being shaped by the sociocultural environment.13 Emotions, therefore, 
hold significant implications for state behavior by impacting FPDM 
at all levels of analysis, whether it be individual or group-focused.
 A key implication is that context-dependent emotions play an 
important role in the development and consolidation of group identities. 
As Sasley notes of the psychological literature, in-group out-group 
biases are induced through affect, and one’s emotional dispositions 
end up being shared in part because members operate within the same 
social and cultural environment. This becomes especially true when 
hierarchies are introduced, and prestige becomes a salient issue. In 
other words, people begin to think and “feel” for and with the in-group 
rather than for themselves.14 The psychologist Henri Tajfel’s landmark 
1971 study on social categorization and intergroup behavior, which 
has inspired an entire subgenre of research on social identity, makes 
clear that people are much more willing to favor and less willing to 
punish members of an in-group, and the inverse for members of an 
out-group.15 In foreign policy analysis (FPA), these conditions have 
been examined for several decades—the psychologist Irving Janis’ 
case studies of various political crises, which assessed the rise of 
groupthink present in the US’ FPDM processes, offer ready examples 
of the application of psychological analysis in international politics.16 
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However, such analyses have often focused on cognitive rather than 
emotional processes and remain well within the domain of FPA, not IR in 
a broader sense.17 Just as significantly, much of the current FPA literature 
focusing on cognition and emotion has been focused specifically on the 
consequences of cognitive and emotional processes on a relatively 
small scale—typically, at the level of elite groups of decision-makers 
or of individual leaders.18 To satisfy the more general context of IR, a 
framework which can approach emotions from the individual level of 
analysis to a much larger group level of the state as a whole is needed.19

 While the methods of studying emotions in politics remain in their 
early stages of development and quantitative methods remain elusive, 
discourse analysis, as well as evaluating emotions by way of analyzing 
how they are represented and communicated through speech, images, 
analogies, and other vehicles for meaning, offer at least an indirect 
medium. Fortunately, there already exists a large volume of research 
from political scientists on the impact of images, analogies, and other 
vehicles of meaning; Robert Jervis’ work on the “logic of images” and 
Yuen Foong Khong’s work on analogical reasoning serve as foundational 
texts in these areas and have contributed to a rise in research on how 
one’s way of thought can impact decision-making.20 However, like the 
FPA literature dealing with social and cognitive processes, the focus has 
remained on cognition. Yet, images and rhetoric can produce powerfully 
emotive responses within in-groups; the Korean concept of han (한 
or 恨), as an example, encapsulates and helps induce a great deal of 
negative emotions and memories stemming from the Japanese colonial 
period among Koreans.21 This form of collective affect which appears 
to permeate throughout the state apparatus and, oftentimes, even the 
general public, inevitably has consequences in the domain of foreign 
policy, especially, as will come to be apparent, in Korea-Japan relations.

The Korea-Japan Trade Dispute
On July 1, 2019, Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry 
(METI) approved a decision to begin the process of removing South 
Korea from its trade whitelist, which granted countries preferential 
treatment with regards to export controls on a variety of materials and 
goods, and force exporters of certain resources (e.g., hydrogen fluoride) 
to apply for individual licenses to export to Korea.22 This development 
certainly came as a shock to many, as one headline from the Korean 
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newspaper Kyunghyang Sinmun suggested: “Ilbon dodaeche wae?” 
(“Japan, why on Earth?”). Japan’s move incited a tit-for-tat response by 
South Korea, which promptly removed Japan from its own whitelist for 
trading privileges and threatened to leave the General Security of Military 
Information Agreement (GSOMIA), an intelligence-sharing agreement.23 
 While METI’s decision is marked as the ostensible beginning 
of the trade conflict, South Korea and Japan dispute the true origins. 
Japan strongly asserted that the cause was that “the Japan-ROK 
relationship of trust including in the field of export control and regulation 
has been significantly undermined,” presumably by South Korea.24 This 
was reiterated by then-Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.25 In other words, the 
decision was largely made because of trade-related considerations—
South Korea was allegedly failing to comply with existing export 
controls.26 However, this was quickly contradicted by South Korea, 
which noted that METI’s policy came just a couple of months following 
South Korea’s Daejeon District Court’s 2019 ruling against Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries, a Japanese industrial company, approving a request 
to seize Mitsubishi’s trademark and patent assets.27 Tensions had in 
fact first emerged prior when, in October 2018, South Korea’s Supreme 
Court ruled that Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Steel, two of Japan’s 
largest steel producers, had utilized forced Korean labor and that it must 
financially compensate the surviving laborers with roughly US $89,000.28

 Some observers have rejected the importance of either the 
“history problem” or emotions in explaining the outbreak of the trade 
conflict.29 Takuya Matsuda and Jaehan Park argue that history is just a 
prima facie cause of the initial dispute. Noting Japan’s growing status as a 
sea power and South Korea’s insecurity as a result of oscillating between 
“continental and maritime orientations,” they argue that the trade war is 
representative of a more general resurgence of geopolitical competition 
in East Asia as the region slides back into a familiar balance-of-power 
dynamic.30 A similar view is forwarded by Lauren Richardson, who 
acknowledges the relevance of the “history problem” but argues that the 
trade dispute must be placed within the broader strategic environment.31 
 Specifically, North Korea’s shift in policy to non-aggression in 
January 2018 led to a divergence between Japanese and Korean strategic 
priorities with regards to North Korea; while South Korea accepted 
Kim Jong-un’s conciliatory gesture in the 2018 New Year’s Address by 
suggesting cooperation at the Winter Olympics, Japan believed North 
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Korea to not have fundamentally changed their foreign policy.32 Henry 
Storey, a political analyst at Dragoman, posited that President Moon’s 
decision not to interfere with the court’s decision and tame hostilities was 
derived from Moon’s foreign policy priorities. Noting that the Democratic 
Party of Korea maintains a Korean nationalist ideology, Storey argues 
that issues raised by Japan would have been subordinate to inter-
Korean relations, which Moon has consistently emphasized.33 Thus, 
while geopolitical realities acted as a push factor towards cooperation 
with Japan, Moon may not necessarily view relations with Japan 
as desirable if it leads to the focus shifting away from North Korea.
 Others, however, posit more historically-minded approaches 
to the trade conflict. Rejecting the Abe administration’s insistence on 
the 2018 court rulings playing no role in the updated trade policies, 
Wrenn Yennie Lindgren, Eun Hee Woo, Ulv Hanssen, and Petter Y. 
Lindgren argue that the main cause was the refusal of both countries 
to acknowledge one another’s identities following the development of a 
“peace culture” in Japan and democratization in South Korea.34 In their 
view, the trade conflict was just another materialization of a heightened 
form of outdated identity politics. In a similar vein, Chris Deacon, a 
doctoral candidate at the London School of Economics and Political 
Science, posits a comparatively more complex view in arguing that it is 
in fact the reconstruction of identities in South Korea and Japan during 
the post-war era which is the source for the hostilities exhibited; the 
politics of remembering in Korea, wherein Japan is an aggressor, and 
the contrasting politics of forgetting in Japan, wherein Korea is emotional 
and irrational for dwelling on the past, is responsible for causing specific 
foreign policies.35 S. Nathan Park, an international lawyer and non-
resident fellow at the Sejong Institute, in explaining a missed opportunity 
for reconciliation between the two states at the 2018 Winter Olympics, 
asserts that “Japanese diplomacy is caught up in messy grievances with 
South Korea, not a cold-eyed, interest-based analysis.”36 Implicated here 
is the notion that non-strategic issues are being passionately pursued 
in a manner which a rationalist approach would view as undesirable.
 While the existing literature does much to provide needed 
context to the ongoing dispute, there has been a lack of research which 
seeks to examine in greater depth the decision-making processes 
which could explain how the foreign policies leading to the dispute 
were shaped at the top as well as how it could have lasted longer more 
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than two years. Furthermore, while analyses by scholars such as Chris 
Deacon reveal a great deal about the impact of historical memory, many 
have tended to give greater attention to public discourses rather than 
governmental rhetoric and therefore do little to hint at the role of emotion 
in FPDM; this is likely in part due to the greater volume of material 
available from media outlets, newspapers, and social media posts, as 
well as the occasional obscurity associated with official statements.37 
Nonetheless, in order to begin to understand the significance of 
emotion in the making of foreign policy decisions, it is necessary to 
examine the discourse between the South Korean and Japanese states. 
 While the methods of studying emotions in politics remain in the 
earliest stages of development and quantitative methods remain elusive, 
discourse analysis, as well as evaluating emotions by way of analyzing 
how they are represented and communicated through speech, images, 
analogies, and other vehicles for meaning, offer at least an indirect means 
of deriving meaning from public statements given by state officials. 
Moreover, while much of the FPA literature deals with instances of crisis 
or times of stable peace, the Korean-Japanese trade dispute offers an 
in-between situation, where crisis conditions (e.g., decisions must be 
made rapidly) are not met, yet there is a clear sense of conflict. As such, 
Korea-Japan trade relations offer a rather unique case for analysis.

Social Identity and Korean-Japanese Relations
As Todd Hall establishes, emotions are 1) a product of decision-making, 
and 2) used to help achieve desired foreign policy ends.38 The use-value 
of this “emotional diplomacy” comes from its capacity to help frame 
issues in ways which are conducive to invoking favorable reactions in 
other audiences or shaping how other states perceive them and their 
intentions.39 However, emotions can also play a role in shaping which 
issues receive emphasis and which policies are viable options in the 
first place. The trade conflict could therefore distract South Korea and 
Japan from more pressing geopolitical concerns or push a state to divide 
its attention among several different issues, thereby removing its ability 
to focus all its efforts on a single one.40 Henri Tajfel’s groundbreaking 
social identity theory, from which the importance of in-group out-
group bias is established, also posits that 1) people categorize others 
into groups to understand them in a more simplistic manner (social 
categorization); 2) people’s social identity derives from which groups 
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they belong to (i.e., “I belong to the Korean/Japanese nation”), the 
content of which derives from the features and norms of the group—
violations of norms, which diffuse emotions, can invoke emotional 
responses (social identification); 3) people compare their group with 
others for the sake of self-esteem (social comparison)—this often is the 
underlying process behind stereotyping and prejudice.41 Tajfel’s central 
hypothesis is that in so doing, people will look to determine negative 
aspects of out-groups to enhance their own self-image.42 Social identity, 
in turn, “determines emotions and behavior.”43 In-group out-group biases 
are induced through affect, and emotional dispositions of an individual 
can end up being shared in part because members operate within the 
same social and cultural environment. In other words, people begin to 
think and feel for and with the in-group rather than for themselves.44 
 As is standard in global politics, Korean-Japan relations fit the 
characteristics which allow for the application of the social identity theory. 
South Korea and Japan, as do all other states, demarcate specific 
categories of global politics along national lines (“I am Korean, you are 
Japanese”); both the Korean and Japanese governments promote a 
strong sense of national identity, indicating a strong social identity with 
which policymakers themselves associate with, and there are established 
norms grounded in legal doctrine and historical memory (social 
identification); and both often make implicit comparisons by invoking 
stereotypes, a feature which will soon be examined (social comparison).45 
The beginning of a trade dispute quickly involved nationalist sentiments 
which are at their core emotional and nonrational—this would have also 
strengthened a sense of a conflict between an in-group (either Koreans 
or Japanese) against an out-group (the other side) and thereby increased 
barriers to cooperation.46 These notions are critical in contextualizing the 
messaging between the two states in the lead-up and at the onset of the 
trade dispute.

Emotions in Korean-Japanese Discourse
Following the South Korean court’s rulings in 2018, then-Japanese 
Foreign Minister Taro Kono issued a public statement asserting that 
“[the] decision is extremely regrettable and totally unacceptable… 
[Japan] strongly demands that the [ROK] take appropriate measures, 
including immediate actions to remedy such breach of international law.”47 
(Breaches of international law can be reconceptualized as a type of norm 
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violation.)48 On January 4, 2019, via a question-and-answer session from 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), Kono drew a red line: “if unjust 
disadvantages occur for Japanese companies, the Government of Japan 
will naturally have to take various measures.”49 In fact, Kono referred to 
the possibility of “unjust disadvantages” for Japanese companies three 
separate times.50 Senses of justice often find their base in emotion and 
are shaped by emotional dispositions; reactions deriving from violations 
of one’s sense of justice are fundamentally emotional responses.51 Even 
if the perception of unjustness or unfairness derives from a belief that 
international law has been breached—that is to say, an international 
norm—responses to norm violations are nonetheless emotionally 
grounded as a result of being tied to one’s social identification (in this 
case, Japan being a member of international society). Thus, assertions 
by MOFA that the dispute is a matter concerning international law, 
and that “prioritizing personal sentiments” is undesirable, neglect the 
emotional component of social groups responding to norm violations, 
even ones enshrined in law. Soon after Kono’s public statement, the 
Speaker of the National Assembly of Korea referred to the Japanese 
emperor as “son of the main culprit of war crime” in an interview with 
Bloomberg and demanded a Japanese apology over the comfort 
women issue. Asked about the Speaker’s comments, Kono described 
them as “exceedingly impolite and unacceptable,” adding that “the 
Government of Japan strongly requests an apology and retraction.”52 
This was repeated at a February 16 press conference following 
Kono’s attendance at the Munich Security Conference, where 
Kono once again described the comments as “truly regrettable.”53 
 As an important note, a limitation in assessing East Asian 
communications relative to EU communications is the propensity 
in East Asia to use language in much more implicit, indirect, subtle 
ways—statements which are typical of European and American 
press releases, such as “the European Union is appalled by event 
X,” would find an East Asian equivalent in “this action X is deeply 
regrettable.”54 Certainly, the true meaning of these comments does not 
go unnoticed by Korean and Japanese audiences. In one instance, 
Taro Kono was asked by a reporter in the February 12 MOFA press 
conference to explain why he decided to issue a strong request 
as it related to discussions on the Japan-ROK Agreement on the 
Settlement of Problems, which dealt with issues pertaining to laborers 
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forced to work in Japan during the early-to mid-twentieth century.55 
 In addition, two considerations must be noted: 1) Japan and 
South Korea failed to pursue a legal solution to the issue, and 2) Japan 
ultimately resorted to unilateral policy changes. On July 1, 2019, Japan’s 
METI announced that South Korea would be removed from its list of 
“white countries,” citing, “Japan-ROK relationship of trust including in the 
field of export control and regulation has been significantly undermined.”56 
President Moon recognized the breakdown of trust but saw the source 
as METI’s policy shift.57 In many ways similar to senses of justice, 
senses of trust also find an emotional base, and in this context there 
was a mutual perception of a loss of trust between South Korea and 
Japan as a direct result of the court cases and subsequent reaction.58

 Another interesting point to consider is Moon’s framing of the 
dispute as a “conflict.” In a July 15 meeting with his senior secretaries, 
Moon declared that South Korea “will prevail over this situation.”59 This 
sentiment was repeated in an August 2 meeting, where he promised that 
Korea would “never again lose to Japan.”60 This suggests a powerful 
emotional tint to Moon’s perception of the dispute—one compounded by 
a memory of a Korea oppressed—which shapes what Moon perceives 
as viable options and directions for pursuing relations with Japan. 
Specifically, it is possible that Moon could have felt that “softer” options, 
such as seeking a reversal of the Supreme Court decision or attempting 
to offer concessions, were simply off the table in the face of Japan’s 
aggressive policy shifts. Moon’s reference towards a reopening of 
“deep wounds” also suggests a perception in which there is a conflict 
requiring swift and aggressive action when confronted.61 Indeed, in 
terms of policy, South Korea responded to Japan’s export controls 
in kind by dropping Japan from its own list of “white countries” and 
threatening to unilaterally exit from GSOMIA, an intelligence-sharing 
agreement between the two countries that was previously seen as a 
strong indicator for a more positive form of Korea-Japan relations.62 
While some may conceive the Korean response as an example of a tit-
for-tat response in a game theoretic sense, thereby indicating rationality, 
the sentiments expressed by Moon and the Japanese foreign minister 
alike do much to reveal the affect-based character of the dispute.
 Though it is difficult to ascertain to what degree specifically 
emotions are responsible for South Korean and Japanese policy 
choices which contributed to a downward spiral in their relations, it is 
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clear, at least, that both states viewed the other’s behavior as being 
guided by emotion. Moon, after noting that he “express profound 
regret,” asserted in the August 2 cabinet meeting that Japan’s policy 
represented “undeniable trade retaliation against our Supreme Court’s 
rulings”—retaliation, of course, being a common product of anger. This 
sentiment was expressed earlier by then-Korean Minister of Trade, 
Industry and Energy Sung Yun-mo.63 Kono, responding to Korea’s 
decision to leave GSOMIA, asserted that “Japan-ROK relations 
continue to be in an extremely severe situation because of the series 
of exceedingly negative and irrational actions,” and that he “would like 
to resolutely protest that such a decision has been made.”64 Despite 
both governments’ insistence to the contrary, it is apparent that the 
escalation of the trade dispute was retaliatory in nature. Fundamentally, 
as is made evident by South Korean and Japanese communications, 
emotions had a significant impact on the perceptions of policymakers 
and helped frame the issues as well as determine which options were 
viable. In the context of the trade dispute, the viable options were 
retaliatory; that the crisis actually distracted both states from theoretically 
more pressing geopolitical concerns is suggestive of emotion being a 
driving force behind both South Korean and Japanese decision-making.
 The surprising degree to which emotions have driven the 
relationship becomes even more apparent when considering how 
the discourse over the conflict evolved over time. In 2021, as Japan 
was preparing for the Olympic games that would be hosted in Tokyo 
that summer, South Korean officials had been in talks with their 
Japanese counterparts to host for the very first time a summit between 
President Moon and Prime Minister Suga.65 However, in the midst of 
negotiations, Soma Hirohisa, then-Japanese deputy chief of mission at 
the Japanese embassy in Seoul, suggested that Moon’s bid to improve 
the bilateral relationship between South Korea and Japan amounted 
to “masturbation,” and that “the government of Japan does not think 
about the Japan-Korea relationship as much as Korea does.”66 The 
comment—which had been made in an interview with a South Korean 
reporter, was quickly criticized by both then-Japanese Chief Cabinet 
Secretary Kato Katsunobu and Prime Minister Suga. However, the 
remark had by that point ignited a media firestorm, and the Moon 
administration dropped all negotiations concerning the summit, and 
Moon himself announced that he will not visit Tokyo for the Olympics.67 
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Indeed, according to a Korean newspaper, while Moon’s presidential 
advisers had formerly been evenly split on whether he should attend 
the Tokyo Olympics, the incident led to a consensus against the idea.68

 To some degree, the intense backlash towards the comment 
came as a result of the uncharacteristically lewd nature of the 
comment. As indicated earlier, East Asian communication tends to 
be far more indirect and implicit than is often observed in Western 
contexts, possibly suggesting that it was made in a moment of a lack 
of clarity. Certainly, Hirohisa should have been able to recognize 
the very likely negative consequences which would derive from an 
irresponsible comment made towards a South Korean reporter during 
a period in which both states were engaging in sensitive negotiations 
that could begin to swing their relationship in a more positive 
direction. The seeming recklessness of the Japanese official therefore 
indicated to some observers the more general failure of Japanese 
diplomacy when it came to repairing their relations with South Korea.69 
 Following Nathan S. Park’s argument regarding the incident, the 
remark was evidence that Japan was not, as they themselves asserted, 
engaging in a purely interest-based calculation, but rather a series of 
grievances that cut at the core of their national sense of pride—it brought 
to the forefront a highly sensitive, and therefore emotional, issue that 
policymakers felt demanded a strong response and for which they felt 
they could not make many concessions, lest they face criticism from their 
own peers and constituents. In fact, reflecting on the loss of trust—and 
by extension, the emotionally charged nature of the dispute—between 
the two countries, the Japanese newspaper Asahi Shimbun would 
go as far as to call the Japanese policy the “extreme of stupidity.”70 
 A reasonable criticism of the argument laid out above is that 
the reason why South Korea and Japan have remained so rigid in their 
policies is because of public opinion—specifically, by backing down, they 
would suffer audience costs as their citizens rail against the perceived 
weakness of their government. So, do these emotion-laden discourses 
actually suggest that emotions impacted FPDM as the trade war 
escalated in July and developed afterwards? It is impossible to determine 
with full confidence how impactful emotions truly were in dictating how 
policymakers reached their decisions. However, survey data in Korea and 
Japan suggest, at least, that public opinion cannot adequately explain 
either country’s policy towards the other. In particular, it cannot explain 
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the longevity of those policies. A 2020 survey done jointly in South Korea 
and Japan by Genron NPO and East Asia Institute found that South 
Korean perceptions of Japan experienced a downward trend, while 
Japanese perceptions of South Korea experienced an upward trend; few 
supported their governments’ policy towards the other country, and in 
South Korea, an increasing number of people wanted a new solution 
to the forced labor issue in particular.71 In another survey conducted in 
2022, the joint survey found that in both countries, there were decreased 
threat perceptions, strong popular demands to improve the bilateral 
relationship, especially among the country’s youth (ages 18–39), and 
support for greater cooperation within the US-South Korea-Japan security 
triangle.72 As such, the Korean and Japanese public cannot be said to be 
responsible for sustaining the dispute. Rather, the unwillingness of both 
states to deviate from their chosen policies despite losing public support 
demonstrates to some extent that leaders’ perceptions and feelings have 
some sway over how they have responded to one another over the dispute.

Conclusion
This study is intended to serve two purposes: 1) to take on Karen E. 
Smith’s call to begin a research regime on the real impact of emotions 
in foreign policy decision-making, and 2) to serve as a first cut into 
how emotions-based research can explain decision-making processes 
in South Korea and Japan. As discussed previously, a weakness of 
discourse analysis, and a limitation stemming from the inability to properly 
operationalize emotions, is that it relies on inferences derived from 
speech. Nonetheless, just as with data analysis, estimations pertaining 
to how individuals are feeling can be made with greater accuracy given 
higher volumes of speeches, remarks, press conferences, etc. to assess 
within their respective contexts. 
 It remains unclear to what degree precisely emotions may have 
shaped South Korean and Japanese policymaking processes, though 
it is undeniable that they influenced how the two states viewed the 
others’ intentions and motivations as well as the viability of certain policy 
alternatives. From the very outset of the dispute, the implications of the 
trade dispute on problems related to historical memory restricted the 
number of policy options that policymakers believed were available to 
them. Undoubtedly, part of this was likely out of concern that a conciliatory 
policy could provoke large-scale domestic criticism. However, despite the 
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in a more positive direction, and despite both populations’ dissatisfaction 
regarding their government’s policy towards the other country, neither 
government feels comfortable in taking the initiative to begin negotiations 
out of a belief that the other government will engage in bad faith.73 
 By 2023, it is still difficult to predict how the trade dispute will 
evolve, although the longevity of the dispute in itself seems to indicate 
how delicately both countries must navigate the political environment 
to avoid instigating a harsh response from the other. What is known, 
however, is that the powerful emotional component that has become 
embedded within the dispute as a result of the dispute’s origins—that 
is, historical problems that remain extremely sensitive—has been and 
remains a major obstacle to reaching a solution that satisfies both states. 
 As mentioned earlier, this study serves as a first cut into using 
emotions to explain the 2019 trade dispute between South Korea and 
Japan, and many questions remain which would shape how scholars 
understand conflict, interpret state behavior, and develop solutions. Just 
as the motivation for this study was a concentration of research in the 
European context, future research is needed to evaluate the impact of 
emotions in other regional contexts. More research is also needed to 
examine the differences in how leaders’ emotions impact their decision-
making in crises and in contexts such as the Korea-Japan trade dispute, 
which approached but did not meet the threshold to be classified as a 
crisis. Whether there exist differences in the degree to which emotions 
influence decision-making processes in conflicts between rival and 
non-rival states is a similarly important question. Furthermore, as this 
study focused on the executive branches of the South Korean and 
Japanese governments, it is unclear how emotions factor into the 
interactions between members of executive and legislative bodies. 
Additionally, this study does not address the possible role of “expected” 
emotions, whereby leaders express particular emotions publicly to 
satisfy popular demands while privately holding different attitudes. 
 To address these questions, discourse analysis and other 
interpretive methods offer only one type of approach—other methods 
offer unique windows that can offer useful insights into the decision-
making process. For example, research designs incorporating interviews 
with decision-makers can provide a far more detailed picture of how 
leaders felt and thought in specific moments during a crisis which 
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may not be captured in official documents, press releases, letters, 
and other spoken messages delivered in official capacities. While 
interviews often suffer from interviewees being incentivized to engage 
in post-hoc justifications, this problem can be mitigated by comparing 
answers from different interviews and by evaluating them against the 
backdrop of official documents. Furthermore, to examine the relationship 
between foreign policy elites and the public, it may be useful to design 
a survey experiment to evaluate the difference between how citizens 
respond to crisis and non-crisis events with the responses of decision-
makers. Of course, there are significant challenges in the study of 
emotions in foreign policy. Most significantly, there continue to be great 
disagreements over how to operationalize emotions, and whether 
it is even possible to quantify emotions. Nonetheless, the study of 
emotions in foreign policy represents a new and fascinating area of 
inquiry that scholars of international relations must pursue in order 
to develop a more comprehensive understanding of foreign policy 
decision-making as well as conflict initiation, escalation, and resolution. 
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